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If you have felt stress or struggle around your sessions...
The first thing to notice is:
Are you obsessed ABOUT an outcome?
Or are you ABSORBED BY the STATE of the wish fulfilled?
Effective prayer is an act of acceptance and involves you being absorbed.
ACTION POINT: When you notice force, strain or obsession STOP.
ACTION POINT: Stop and do a session with only one thing in mind – FEEL
YOUR IDEAL AS REAL.
Don't do your sessions to force something to happen. Do them to simply “feel it
real”. Feeling it real, will draw what you REALLY want, into your life – often in a
way that you could never figure out rationally.
SECTION 2: IDOLATRY – Making something / someone / some condition “out
there” your source for “happiness”, “love”, “peace” etc. Idolatry puts your power
outside of you. Idolatry puts pressure on the other people involved.
Example: A relationship with “her” - will make me feel loved. (And a lack of
relationship with her, leaves me unloved.) CURE: Feel LOVED in your sessions.
That will expand into you feeling loved and loving in your life. That will INVITE
“her” or someone better – into your life – because you won't be making them a false
God – that you think you need – to feel loved. Because you have learned by
experience – you are love. And you have learned through experience, that your
imagination helps you access that directly.
SEPARATE FROM GOD OR ONENESS?
If you have any hidden or obvious need to defend you are separate from God, you are
limiting your power, because you are limiting you.
You are one with “what is”, and what is – is God.
ACTION STEPS: Abandon your history. Your history is a great way to justify that
you can't possibly be one with / or a part of God. Think of it this way, as one is
waking up, falling asleep again, waking back up – often we forget “what we are” and
make decisions in desperation. Once you bury them and don't look back (the lessons
of Lot's wife) you will awaken more and more to what you are – the one ness that is.
ACTION STEPS: Abandon your “self concept” and your concept of God.
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teaches to abandon your limited self concepts, and adopt more noble ones. As you
do this, you will find that your life changes in amazing ways – because you are no
longer limited by your self concept.
NOTE: Your self concept is not what you “think” about you, it is what you FEEL
about you. This is why doing your sessions just to feel that “ideal you” (the
teacher) are such a gift of love to you.
SECTION 3: WHAT IS IT THAT YOU REALLY WANT?
What I wanted – was to teach and train full time.
When I focused on my sessions being “40 hours a week” from people that come to
me locally (in Pennsylvania) and regionally – life was tough. My sessions felt
forced and were draining.
The difference between the STATE of the wish fulfilled and “the wish”.
The “wish” was to have a full time income from teaching what I love.
The STATE of the wish fulfilled was “the teacher”.
After I started focusing on “the teacher” instead of “the teaching schedule and
income”, the inspiration to teach with video and audio products popped in. I started
selling lessons online, and through the sales of thousands of videos and audios –
started developing a following – that did lots of phone training (for the mind and
spirit stuff) and in person training as well.
TAKE AWAY: I had to stop making “the full time in person training / teaching
schedule” my false God – that would make me feel good as a teacher. I shifted into
feelling “I am the teacher” - rose up to that – had the inspiration – started sharing
online. And that is what brought me clients from around the world – and moved me
around the world.
TWO MEGA STATES – LOVED AND INVESTOR
What you want isn't a relationship with “her”. What you really want is the
experience of the state of “love” or “loved” or “lovely”. When you can generate /
access that with your sessions – you will invite “her” into your world so much more
easily and effectively. Enjoy doing your sessions to feel “love”, knowing that they
invite people into your life to share it with. Any time you take the time to do a
session – you are loving – you.
What you really want in life is “wealth”. Wealth occurs when you are a “wealth
creator” or “investor”. Any time you do a session you are investing in your

empowering feelings, your imagination and your potential. It's okay to imagine
what it is like to be the “man with the money”, but focus on how that happened –
because your identity is that of the “wealth creator” or “investor”.
Many blessings,
Mr Twenty Twenty and Victoria
FINAL THOUGHTS: Effective prayer is not an act of will power or force. It is an
act of willingness to be absorbed by the STATE of the wish fulfilled.
The STATE is closer to your new identity – that it is to a new thing or activity. The
state of “the teacher” for example, compared to the “wish” of teaching full time in
person.
Note: I am living the STATE of the wish fulfilled even to this day. But I had to
abandon the EXACT WISH that I had. And I am very glad I did. If I got the wish, I
would be teaching full time in Pennsylvania – instead of being in Australia – being
what I was born to be.

